
Statement of Sgt. Phil Henry (White Bear Lake Police Department) 
On September 27, 2012 an interview was conducted with Sgt. Henry. Below is a 
summary of the interview. 

• Sgt. Henry responded to the WBL Country Inn after receiving complaints from 
hotel staff. Hotel staff wanted 3 rooms 

vacated because the occupant were warned for repeated noise 
violations. Sgt. Henry advised staff that he did not want to evict three rooms and 
have a bunch of intoxicated individuals out at 3:00 a.m. with nowhere to go, but 
they would evaluate once they reached the rooms. . 

• Sgt. Henry said their goal was to tell people to quiet down. 
• Sgt. Henry said one room in particular was worse than the other, so they started 

with that room (304). 
• Sgt. Henry went to 304 with WBL Officer Sanders, Tuma, and Paiopovong and 

evicted those guests. 
• Officer Sanders went to 306 (a few feet down the hall from 304). 
• Sgt. Henry heared loud voices coming from inside 306 while standing in the 

hallway. 
• Sgt. Henry believes the disturbance inside was loud enough that it would disturb 

him if he were staying at the hotel. 
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• Sgt. Henry heard Officer Sanders advise Officer Buck that the occupants were 
being loud and needed to quiet down. Officer Sanders also advised Officer Buck 
he wanted to go inside and advise the other occupants. 

• Officer Buck refused to let Officer Sanders in. 
• Sgt. Henry observed Officer Buck push Officer Sanders and believes it was an 

officer safety issue. Sgt. Henry stated "the number one rule is don't touch the 
cops". He heard WBL Officers Sanders say "don't push me". 

• Sgt. Henry observed Officer Buck with his hand on Officer Sander's chest and 
then observed Officer Sanders take a step back. 

• Sgt. Henry walked over and yelled "stop". Officer Sanders and Officer Buck 
were in the door way, wrestling "hand to hand". 

• Sgt. Henry yelled to Officer Buck "stop and knock it off', but Officer Buck did 
not comply. 

• Sgt. Henry pushed Officer Buck into the room to create more space and Officer 
Buck pushed back. 

• Sgt. Henry and Officer Sanders grabbed Officer Buck's arms. Officer Buck was 
attempting to pull his arms away, jumping up and down, and twisting. 

• Sgt. Henry and Officer Sanders gave verbal commands and told Officer Buck to 
stop resisting and to get down on the ground, but Officer Buck did not comply. 

• Sgt. Henry said they were attempting to arrest Officer Buck for obstructing the 
legal process. 

• Sgt. Henry said was going to use his Taser (no camera), but could not get a clean 
shot on Officer Buck. 
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• Sgt. Henry said they were able to get Officer Buck to the ground in the hallway 
and handcuffed. 

• Once Officer Buck was under control. Officer Buck said he was a Minneapolis 
Police officer. Officer Buck told WBL officers he didn't know they were the 
police (Sgt. Henry said WBL officers were in dark navy blue shirts, with a WBL 
Police patch, badge, and gun belt). 

• Sgt. Henry said Officer Buck asked WBL officers to "cut him some slack", "do 
you need to be doing this", and "can we talk". 

• Sgt. Henry believes Officer Buck appeared intoxicated. Officer Buck had blood 
shot eyes, slurred speech, and spelled of alcohol. 

• Sgt. Henry offered Officer Buck a breath sample test, but Officer Buck refused. 

• There were three otheri eople in room, 
Sgt. Henry believes appeared intoxicated as well. 
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Statement of Officer Jon Sanders (White Bear Lake Police Department) 
On September 27, 2012, an interview was conducted with Officer Sanders. Below is a 
summary of the interview. 

• Officer Sanders said he responded to the WBL Country Inn on a noise complaint 
from hotel staff. Officer Sanders was in full uniform and responded with Sgt. 
Henry, and Officers Tuma and Poipoovong. 

• Officer Sanders said he was advised that 304 needed to be evicted. He said they 
were additional rooms that hotel staff wanted advised that if they did not quiet 
down they would be evicted also. One of those rooms was rom 306. 

• Officer Sanders said some officers went to 304 and he went to 306 to advise the 
occupants to quiet down. 

• Before knocking on 306, Officer Sanders could hear people inside room laughing 
and talking. Officer Sanders believes the noise was causing a disturbance and it 
would have bothered him if he was been staying there. 

• Officer Sanders said the hotel security officer knocked on the door and Officer 
Buck answered. 

• Officer Sanders feels that Officer Buck appeared intoxicated. Officer Buck had 
slurred speech, bloodshot watery eyes, and odor of alcohol. 

• Officer Sanders said the security officer explained to Officer Buck who WBL 
Officer Sanders was. Officer Sanders said he advised the occupants needed to 
quiet down. Officer Sanders said explained to Officer Buck that he could hear 
occupants in the room laughing and talking. 

• Officer Sanders said Officer Buck gave some "verbal resistance". 
• Officer Sander's intention was to enter the room and advise the occupants that 

they needed to be quiet or would be asked to leave. 
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• As soon as Officer Sanders entered the room, Officer Buck stood in his path, put 
his hand up, and told Officer Sanders not come any further. Officer Sanders 
advised Officer Buck that he was going to tell the occupants to quiet down. 

• Officer Buck put his hand on the center of Officer Sander's chest and pushed him 
backwards. Officer Sanders said he felt the push by Officer Buck was "light" and 
more of a "defensive "push. 

• Officer Sanders believes his safety was compromised and Officer Buck wanted to 
go "hands on". As soon as Office r Sanders was pushed, he decided he was going 
to arrest Officer Buck. 

• Officer Sanders advised Officer Buck that he could not push an officer and 
advised Officer Buck he was under arrest. Officer Buck tensed his arms and 
muscles, and attempted to pull away. Sgt. Henry assisted in grabbing Officer 
Buck and WBL officers took Officer Buck down. 

• Officer Sanders heard Officer Buck say "don't you know who I am? I am a 
Minneapolis Police officer". Officer Sanders did not feel Officer Buck's actions 
and eventual arrest were because Officer Buck thought he was "above the law". 

• Officer Sanders did not feel Officer Buck was attempting to use his position as a 
police officer get out of the situation. However, Officer Sanders feels that being a 
police officer, Officer Buck should have known better. 

• Officer Sanders believes that alcohol was a factor in Officer Buck's actions the 
night of the incident. 

• Officer Sanders spoke with who was in the room after the 
incident was over. Officer Sanders said appeared intoxicated, but not at the 
level of Buck. 

Statement of Officer Curtis Paipoovong (White Bear Lake Police Department) 
On September 27, 2012, an interview was conducted with Officer Paipoovong. Below is 
a summary of the interview. 

• Officer Paipoovong said he was in full uniform when he responded to the WBL 
Country Inn on a noise complaint. Officer Paipoovong said hotel staff wanted 
some occupants removed. 

• Officer Paipoovong went to 304 and cleared the occupants from room. As Officer 
Paipoovong and Officer Tuma were escorting two occupants out of the hotel from 
room 304, he heard verbal commands being yelled out ("get down" or "come out 
here"). 

• Officer Paipoovong said he looked back down the hall and observed Sgt. Henry 
disappear into a room. Officer Paipoovong said he didn't know what was going 
and was forced to leave Officer Tuma to assist Sgt. Henry and Officers Sanders. 

• When Officer Paipoovong arrived at the room Sgt. Henry and Officer Sanders 
were, he said he heard them telling Officer Buck that Officer Buck was under 
arrest. He also heard them tell Officer Buck to place his arms behind his back. 

• Officer Paipoovong said Officer Buck did not comply. Officer Buck resisted by 
pulling away from officers and screaming. 
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• Officer Paipoovong said he removed his Taser (no camera), pointed it at Officer 
Buck. Officer Paipoovong said he ordered Officer Buck to get down. 

• Officer Buck complied and was taken into custody. Once in handcuffs Officer 
Buck identified himself as a police officer. 

• Officer Paipoovong said he could smell alcohol coming from Officer Buck, but 
Office Buck handled himself "okay". 

• Officer Paipoovong said he transported Officer Buck to Ramsey County Jail 

Statement of Officer Isaac Tuma (White Bear Lake Police Department) 
October 5, 2012, an interview was conducted with Officer Tuma. Below is a summary of 
the interview. 

• Officer Tuma said he responded to the Country Inn along with Sgt. Henry, 
Officers Sanders and Paipoovong to evict some occupants. Officer Tuma said he 
was wearing a full uniform. 

• Officer Tuma said he went to room 304 with hotel staff to evict the occupants at 
the request of  hotel staff. As Officer Tuma was escorting two occupants from 
room 304 out 13.43 - Personnel Data,, he heard a commotion in a room 
next door. Officer Tuma said the other WBL officers were at that room where the 
commotion was occurring. 

• Officer Tuma said he did not see the interactions between WBL officers and 
Officer Buck, but he knew something was going by the way Officer Paipoovong 
was looking towards the room. 

• Officer Tuma said the occupants he was escorting out 
and believes they also heard the noise coming from the room next door. 

The people being escorted wanted to go back to the room after hearing the 
commotion, but he was able to escort them out instead. 
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Statement of 
On October 15, 2012 an interview was conducted with-

Below is a summary of the interview. 
at the IAU. 

• was sta in at the Best Western County Inn during the night of the 
incident. 

• said at one pointer was in a room next door 
with about ten other people when security arrived and removed 

people from that room. 
• went to•room with 

and Officer Buck. 
• At around 0230 heard a loud banging at the door. heard someone 

say "I advise you to open the door right now". was sitting on a bed 
around the corner from the door and view of the door was obstructed. 
was approximately ten feet from the door. 
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